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Based on the analysis of the criminal law in terms of the serious 
product-situation security in product area,,tthe writer proposed that the criminal 
intervention phase should be advanced,,and it should have the negligent 
potential damage offense in the criminal mode of the liability  
accident.Firstly,,clearing up the negligent dangerous act theory to the 
professors’ perspective from domestic and abroad,in respects both of positive 
and negative,upon which the writer illustrated this paper’s key point,that though 
negligent dangerous act theory has legitimary,not all of the negligent dangerous 
activities be equal to crime.Only in the circumstance that the dooer offends the 
industrial security regulations and policies in doing highly dangerous work,as 
setting the public security in a realistic and urgent jeopardy,no other than the 
third-party involvement,he then could be convicted.This is part of the 
innovation of the article.Practice is the sole criterion for judging truth.In the 
second part,the writer testified the rationality of this theory in the scientific 
level and practical leval,founded on the legislative forcements of the liability 
accident crime in France,Russia,Japan and China.meanwhile,the writer 
distinguished the legislative characters and analysed the legislative varies of 
these countries.So as leading to the last part,that proposed the legislative 
completion.In the third part,the writer argued the necessity and feasibility to 
establish the negligent dangerous act theory,and add the imputation in this 
staff.Ffrom the necessity perspective,the circumstances that said serious 
product-situation security,the limitation of administrative punishment and the 
final destination to promote the productivity,all of which require us to add the 
imputation of the negligent potential damage offenses.From the feasibility 
perspective,the existed legislative practice of this imputation,the complete 
lLaws and regulations,and the self-contained safeguard in forcement ,provide 













our criminal law. In the forth part,base on the above analysis,the writer put 
forward the proposal to complete the legislation of the liability accident 
crime.It’s the another innovation of this article. Through the writing of this 
article,the writer expected our country criminal law could act faster than before 
in the production area. 
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